
REF: # 7209 ()

BESCHREIBUNG

We are proud to offer you this high quality apartment first line in LA TORRE DE LA HORADADA. The 56m2 
apartment is on the second floor, via lift, and consists of 2 bedrooms, 1 bathroom and is of SOUTHEAST 
orientation. Qualities include; electric shutters, storage room, glass granite, parquet flooring, air conditioning, 
plus a community 9m2 terrace with amazing views to enjoy 365 days a year. This apartment would be a great 
opportunity for investment and rentals. Torre de la Horadada is a coastal resort located on the Southern Costa 
Blanca with some fine sandy beaches which are ideal for families with children who have come to spend their 
summer holidays. There are two airports close to Torre de la Horadada; Alicante and Murcia RMU. Torre de la 
Horadada is also one of the prettiest of the southern resorts with attractive coastline and seafront walks as well 
as a charismatic watch tower dating from the time when pirates sailed these seas. There is a lovely marina with 
plenty of mooring space. It is a small Spanish town with a nice square and a church. There is an array of 
amenities here and for golf enthusiasts there are a number of courses nearby like Las Ramblas, Villamartin, 
Campoamor, Campoverde and Lo Romero.

INFO

PREIS: 180.000 €

IMMOBILIEN TYPEN: Apartment 

ORTE: () 

SCHLAFZIMMER: 2 

BADEZIMMER: 1

GEBAUT: 56 (m2)

GRUNDSTÜCK : - 

TERRASSE: 9 (m2) 

JAHR: -

ETAGEN: 2

Nachricht -



STIL

Klassisch
Mediterran

ANSICHTEN

Panorama
Meerblick

KLIMAANLAGE

Zentral

ENTFERNUNG :

Strand : 200 m

Flughafen: 30 Km

Stadtzentrum : 200 m

ORIENTIERUNG

Südost

MÖBEL

Möbliert

STEUERN

Gemeinchaftskosten : 350 €

I.B.I : 400 €

WOHNFLÄCHE

Lagerraum

FLOARING

Kachelboden
Steinboden

KÚCHE

Offene Küche
Ausgestattet

GARTENTERRASSEN

offene Terrasse

EXTRA

Einbauschränke
Stahltür
Lagerraum
Fahrstuhl



PROPERTY GALLERY





















"Experience our experience - Because you deserve the best"


